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The interaction of volatile molecules with the surface of dust grains is crucial for the physics and chemistry of 
interstellar clouds. The degree of chemical complexity attainable in hot cores or protoplanetary systems is 
largely dependent on the binding, diffusion and reaction of these molecules on grain surfaces. A significant 
fraction of cosmic dust is made of carbonaceous material, and surface chemistry will be strongly affected by 
their particular composition and morphology. 

In the present work we have generated hydrogenated amorphous carbon (HAC) dust analogs in two different 
plasma reactors. We use inductive coupled CH4/He plasma to generate HAC films that grow on an Al plate 
placed inside the reactor. Alternatively, we use capacitive coupled radio frequency plasmas of C2H2/He and 
C2H2/Ar to induce the gas-phase formation of HAC dust particles, that is collected in an Al plate. We have 
characterized both HAC samples with various diagnostic techniques [1]. 

In a second step we transfer the Al plates with HAC deposits to a ultra-high-vacuum chamber and place them 
in the cold head of He cryostat. We then introduce the volatile species into the chamber trough multichannel 
arrays and deposit them on the HAC samples at selected temperatures down to 15 K. We apply reflection 
absorption IR spectroscopy (RAIRS) and line-of-sight thermal programmed desorption (TPD) to determine 
binding energies and HAC specific surface areas by application of simple theoretical models [1,2,3]. 
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